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Abstract This paper addresses the aerosol effects on radiation and the feedback on meteorology and
photochemical activity, applying the online model RAMS/ICLAMS. The model treats meteorology and
chemical pollutants on an interactive way. Cloud condensation nuclei (CCN), giant cloud condensation
nuclei, and ice nuclei are treated as predictive quantities. The calculation of the aerosol optical properties
accounts for size-resolved mineral dust and size- and humidity-dependent optical properties of sea salt.
The simulations with and without aerosol impacts reveal the complex direct and indirect mechanisms
through which the alteration of radiation fluxes influences meteorology and photochemical processes. For
the specific dust event, the reduction in the surface shortwave radiation over cloudless regions affected by
dust averages at ~�75Wm�2 at 12:00 UTC per unit dust loading (1 g m�2). The increase on downwelling
longwave radiation over the same areas and time averages at ~ 40Wm�2 per unit dust loading (1 gm�2).
Surface upwelling longwave radiation over Mediterranean exhibits a complex daytime behavior. During
midnight, the inclusion of dust leads to larger upwelling longwave radiation fluxes over the African
continent. The net downward longwave radiation over cloudless areas exhibits an increase both during
noon and midnight with the inclusion of dust. The results show that the vertical structure of the dust layer
governs the magnitude of the feedback on radiation. The activation of natural particles as CCN causes small
changes in radiation fluxes and temperature. Precipitation is influenced more by the indirect rather than
the direct and semidirect effects.

1. Introduction

Atmospheric pollutants of natural and anthropogenic origin have significant impacts on climate, air quality,
weather, and human health, often with uncertain underlying processes [Haywood and Boucher, 2000; Jacobson,
2001; Lohmann and Feichter, 2005; IPCC, 2007; Lau and Kim, 2007; Andreae and Rosenfeld, 2008; Mitsakou et al.,
2008]. Aerosols influence the climate directly through absorbing and scattering the incoming solar radiation,
semidirectly through the changes in cloud distribution caused by their interaction with radiation and indirectly
by acting as cloud condensation and ice nuclei, thus altering cloud properties and precipitation patterns and
intensity [e.g., Nenes et al., 2002; Teller and Levin, 2006; Forster et al., 2007; Rosenfeld et al., 2008; Solomos et al.,
2011; Spyrou et al., 2013]. The atmospheric changes initially caused by the aerosols feed back onto the chemical
and physical properties of gases and particles. The complexity of these feedbacks corroborates the importance
of implementing integrated air quality and chemical weather modeling tools, together with measure-
ment techniques, in order to accurately describe and understand the complex mechanisms involved
[Grell and Baklanov, 2011]. Studies of the relevant links and feedbacks between the different processes
can be performed with this fully online approach, the integral employment of the meteorological and
chemical mechanisms (at the same spatial and temporal resolution, same parameterization, and a higher fre-
quency of data exchange).

Several studies have evaluated the direct impact of aerosols on radiation altering the photolytic rates and
ozone production in the atmosphere using zero or one-dimensional (0D or 1D), radiative transfer (RTM), or
box models [Dickerson et al., 1997; Liao et al., 1999; Castro et al., 2001]. Jacobson [1998] was one of the first
to realize a three-dimensional modeling study of the impact of aerosols on the photolysis rates and atmo-
spheric temperature concluding that, over the urban area of Los Angeles, aerosols can decrease surface
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photolysis rates of ozone by 5–8%. Studies that have analyzed the aerosol effect on the photolysis rates with
the use of offline chemical transport models (CTM) include those of Li et al. [2005], and Real and Sartelet
[2011], among others. Li et al. [2005] found a 10–30% reduction in the photolysis rates and a corresponding
ozone reduction of 5–20% from black carbon alone. Real and Sartelet [2011] found that the reduction of the
solar radiation from various aerosol species can cause a reduction in NO and OH by 14% and ozone by 3% on
a monthly average basis. Another CTM and observational study over East Asia-Western Pacific [Tang et al.,
2003] recognized a larger effect of the aerosol mixtures (soil dust and anthropogenic) on the photochemistry
of the region compared to that of clouds. On a global scale, Martin et al. [2003] and Bian et al. [2003] utilized
CTMs and concluded that the impact of aerosols on photochemistry is relatively large in the Northern
Hemisphere due to anthropogenic activity and mineral dust sources and may, on average, increase tropo-
spheric O3. Li et al. [2011] used WRF/CHEM to study the organic aerosol effects on photochemistry over
Mexico city for two three-day pollution episodes finding a more significant decrease in the photolysis rates
due to aerosols during early morning and late afternoon hours (10–30%) than during noon hours (7–10%). As
a consequence of the reduction in the photolysis rates, the O3 levels in the area decreased by 5–20%,
respectively. These results agree with those obtained from Castro et al. [2001] with the use of observational
data and the Tropospheric Ultraviolet and Visible Radiation Model (TUV) calculations in the same city but are
larger than those of Jacobson [1998] for Los Angeles. The reason for the differences in these studies may be
explained by the study of Stockwell and Goliff [2004], who suggested that the impact of photolysis rates on O3
concentrations may vary depending on the ratio of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) to NOx (NO+NO2),
leading to different reductions for different areas.

Focusing on the Eastern Mediterranean region (EMR), Benas et al. [2013] conducted a modeling study of the
photolysis rates of JO1D (O3 to O2 and O1D) for the 2000–2010 period, using an RTM with a resolution of
50 km×50 km and climatological data from the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS).
According to their study, the decrease in the photolysis rates due to aerosols can exceed 10% during dust
events and reach a median value of 2.3% over the whole period considered. Gerasopoulos et al. [2012], on the
other hand, with a mainly observational study for the 2002–2006 period, concluded that for regional back-
ground aerosol pollution (aerosol optical depth (AOD) = 0.1) the reduction on the JO1D and JNO2 (NO2 to NO
and O) is less than 6% while during dust events the reduction can reach 30–40% at high solar zenith angle.
Astitha and Kallos [2008] in a previous study that utilized dust-corrected photolysis rates calculated by TUV
gave a reduction of 14–15% in JO1D and JNO2 by a dust optical depth (DOD) of 0.55 and asmuch as 20% for a
DOD of about 0.7–0.8.

Studies that investigated the aerosol radiative forcing with the use of coupled meteorological and chemical
modeling systems include the work of Fast et al. [2006], Stanelle et al. [2010], Vogel et al. [2009], and Bangert
et al. [2011]. Fast et al. [2006] found a reduction of ~�20 to �30 Wm�2 for a modeled AOD415nm of 0.2–0.3
with organic carbon and SO4-2 making up the largest fraction of their PM2.5 aerosol mass. They also
performed a sensitivity test in order to see the impact of these aerosols on the photochemistry and showed
an increase in the photolysis rates in the absence of aerosols (5%), 10–20 ppbV more ozone in the urban
plume but lower ozone concentrations in other locations indicating a nonmonotonous response of the ozone
levels to the changes in the photolysis rates. Stanelle et al. [2010] focused on dust episodes and their impact
on the atmospheric processes over West Africa. They found a linear reduction in shortwave radiation that
averaged at �140 Wm�2 and a nonlinear longwave radiation response with an average decrease in the net
longwave flux of 70Wm�2, both at noon time and for an AOD450nm of 1. Vogel et al. [2009] and Bangert et al.
[2011] studied the direct and indirect effect of soot and secondary aerosols on the state of the atmosphere,
but they both excluded mineral dust as it was not the main contributor of the PM10 aerosol mass and
affected only a small part of their domain. Solomos et al. [2011] focused on the impact of prognostically
calculated natural aerosols (mineral dust and sea salt) on clouds and precipitation, corroborating the
intricate links between aerosol properties and the spatiotemporal precipitation distribution. Forkel et al.
[2012] extended the investigation to study the effect of aerosols on radiation and meteorological
parameters as well as regional air quality. They found that the enhanced photochemical activity over
areas with increased solar radiation can result either in an increase or a decrease in ozone levels. The
sign of the response is determined by the pollution level of the area. Low pollution levels lead to ozone
destruction when photochemical activity is enhanced, while the situation is opposite for areas with
sufficiently high levels of NOx and VOC.
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The main topic of this work is to assess the impact of different types of aerosols on the atmospheric radiation
budget and subsequently on photochemical processes. The objectives addressed in this paper are:

1. Assess the direct, semidirect, and indirect effects of desert dust particles.
2. Study feedback mechanisms by the above processes through their influence on the atmospheric condi-

tions and photochemistry.
3. Investigate the effects of sea-salt particles on radiation and precipitation processes.
4. Demonstrate the relative contributions of these aerosol types and their combined effects on atmospheric

conditions.

The novelty of this approach, compared to previously published work, is related to the fully coupled integrated
modeling system with state-of-the-art atmospheric and chemical modules that allow the quantification of the
direct, semidirect, and indirect aerosol effects (by switching on and off the feedback mechanisms) and the in-
vestigation of their importance for the area considered. This work focuses on the EMR that is a crossroad of
anthropogenic and natural pollutants and an area of intense photochemical activity due to strong insolation in
the summer period [Lelieveld et al., 2002]. In addition, measurements of photolytic frequencies are available
from Gerasopoulos et al. [2006, 2012]. The newmodel capabilities that are modified and utilized in this study are
shown in Table 1. Themodel’s activated processes that are important to the scope of this work are described in
section 2 and the model configuration in section 2.2. The results from the simulations and the comparison with
the observations are presented in section 3 and a discussion and summary are given in section 4.

2. RAMS/ICLAMS Description

The Regional Atmospheric Modeling System (RAMSv6) [Cotton et al., 2003] is the core model used for the
development of the Integrated Community Limited Area Modeling System (RAMS/ICLAMS) [Solomos et al.,
2011]. RAMS/ICLAMS is a coupled meteorology-chemistry modeling system developed as a forecasting and

Table 1. RAMS/ICLAMS Configuration Options

Basic Equations Nonhydrostatic Time Split Compressible

Dimensionality Three dimensional
Vertical coordinate Terrain following height coordinate
Horizontal coordinate Lambert conformal transformation
Grid structure Arakawa-C grid stagger
Time differencing Hybrid combination of leapfrog and forward in time
Turbulence closure Mellor-Yamada level 2.5 scheme-ensemble averaged TKE [Mellor and Yamada, 1982]
Cloud microphysics Warm rain processes

Five ice condensate species
Two-moment bulk scheme [Walko et al., 1995; Meyers et al., 1997].

Cloud droplet activation scheme [Nenes and Seinfeld, 2003;
Fountoukis and Nenes, 2005] (ACTIVATED for grid scale clouds)

Convective parameterization Kain-Fritsch cumulus parameterization
Radiation Rapid Radiative Transfer Model (RRTM) [Mlawer et al., 1997; Iacono et al., 2008]

with mineral dust and sea-salt radiative effects on radiation as a function of size
and water content (ACTIVATED)

Aerosol parameterization Mineral Dust online emission scheme (eight-size bins)
Sea-salt spray online emission scheme (accumulation and coarse mode)
Anthropogenic aerosols (primary emissions and chemical formation)
(nucleation, accumulation, and coarse mode; lognormal distributions)

Dry deposition of natural and anthropogenic aerosols
Wet deposition of natural and anthropogenic aerosols

Emissions Anthropogenic emissions for 2005 (JRC 0.1° × 0.1° global emissions of
CO2, NH3, CH4, SO2, NOx, CO, N2O, VOCs, OC, and BC)

Biogenic emissions [Guenther et al., 1995]
Chemistry parameterization Online calculation of photodissociation rates

Online gas, aqueous, and aerosol phase chemistry (SAPRC99, ISORROPIA)
Dry and wet deposition of gaseous pollutants

Lower boundary Soil-vegetation-snow parameterization (LEAF-3) [Walko et al., 2000]
Boundary conditions Klemp and Wilhelmson [1978] radiative condition
Initialization LAPS 3-D data assimilation preprocessing system
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research tool for process studies, air pollution, and regional climate applications. The fully coupled approach
is applied to all processes that influence pollutant transport and transformation, chemistry-microphysical in-
teractions, and the direct and indirect feedbacks of gas and aerosol pollutants on the heating rates and pho-
tolysis rates, as well as cloud properties and precipitation, in one single modeling core. Previous work with the
model [Solomos et al., 2011] focused on the impact of mineral dust and sea salt on several meteorological
processes, such as cloud development and precipitation patterns, without the utilization of the online chemical
components. The air quality submodel considers emissions, photo-dissociation reactions, gas and aqueous
phase chemical transformations, aerosol processes, aerosol-radiation-cloud interactions, and removal mecha-
nisms. A brief summary of the modules included is presented below.

The parameterization of dust emissions is based on the saltation and bombardment approach as
described in Marticorena et al. [1997] utilizing eight bins for the dust transport size distribution with
effective radius of 0.15, 0.25, 0.45, 0.78, 1.3, 2.2, 3.8, and 7.1 μm [Perez et al., 2006; Spyrou et al., 2010].
The performance of this parameterization scheme as implemented in RAMS/ICLAMS has been evaluated
for Saharan dust in the work of Solomos et al. [2011] and Solomos et al. [2012]. Sea-salt emissions, using
two size bins (accumulation and coarse), follow the open sea white-cap formation [Monahan et al., 1986;
Gong, 2003; Zhang et al., 2005] and the coastline sea-salt flux parameterization described in Leeuw et al.
[2000]. Dust and sea-salt particles are not chemically speciated in the model. The biogenic emissions
are calculated online following the method described in Guenther et al. [1995]. The photochemical
scheme uses the basic formulations proposed by Madronich [1987]. The gas phase chemistry module
is based on the chemistry mechanism of the State-wide Air Pollution Research Center, Version 1999-SAPRC99
[Carter, 2000; Carter et al., 2003]. The aqueous chemistry submodule calculates the changes in pollutant con-
centrations due to interaction of gases with droplets [Walcek and Taylor, 1986]. Cloud droplet nucleation
parameterization follows Fountoukis and Nenes [2005]. This scheme is an extension of the bin sectional
methodology of Nenes and Seinfeld [2003] and accounts for bulk lognormal aerosol size distributions.

The formation of ice nuclei (IN) is also calculated online with the scheme of Barahona and Nenes [2009]. The
main aerosol characteristics regarding CCN and IN activation of the dust and sea-salt particles in this
application are summarized in Table 2. Dust particles can act as both CCN (up to 10% of their number
concentration) and IN (up to 100%) while sea-salt particles can only be activated as CCN. The soluble mass
fraction of the particles is assumed to be 0.33 for mineral dust and 1 for sea salt. The model is initialized with a
horizontally uniform concentration of 4 × 108 CCN per kg of air and 1× 105 IN per kg of air, based on
considerations from several previous studies [e.g., DeMott et al., 2003; Levin et al., 2005; Klein et al., 2010]. For
the IN parameters freezing threshold, wettability parameter, and maximum freezing efficiency, the used
values are 0.2, 0.96, and 0.05, respectively. More information on the IN properties can be found in the cited
publication. Anthropogenic aerosols are not utilized as CCN or IN and are not included in the cloud
interaction processes in this configuration.

The aerosol composition is based on the Model-3 Community Multiscale Air Quality (CMAQ) method as de-
scribed in Binkowski and Roselle [2003] and the aerosol treatment is derived from the Regional Particulate
Model (RPM) [Binkowski and Shankar, 1995]. The aerosol size distribution follows a modal approach using
three lognormal distribution modes that include the aitken (D= 0.01–0.1μm), the accumulation (D=0.1–
2.5μm), and the coarse mode (D> 10μm). The inorganic thermodynamic processes are treated by the
ISORROPIA equilibriummodel [Nenes et al., 1998] and the formation of the secondary organic aerosol (SOA) is
based on the work of Schell et al. [2001]. Finally, the dry deposition module is based on the resistance model
of Wesely [1989]. RAMS/ICLAMS components that are important for the study of the aerosol effects and
feedbacks on radiation are described in the following paragraphs.

Table 2. Mineral Dust and Sea-Salt Particle Properties That Are Used for Their Cloud Condensation Nuclei (CCN) and Ice
Nuclei (IN) Activation

Mineral Dust Sea Salt

CCN activation Yes Yes
IN activation Yes No
Percentage that can be activated as CCN (maximum permitted) 10% 100%
Percentage that can be activated as IN (maximum permitted) 100% 0%
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2.1. Radiation Scheme and Aerosol Optical Properties

The Rapid Radiative Transfer Model-GCM (RRTMG) is used for both shortwave and longwave radiation
transfer [Mlawer et al., 1997; Iacono et al., 2008; Spyrou et al., 2013]. RRTMG uses 14 spectral bands to represent
the shortwave spectrum and 16 spectral intervals for the longwave spectrum. Of the shortwave bands, four
are important for all photolytic processes except for O3P that is active in five bands. Aerosol radiative effects
are treated in RRTMG through the specification of their optical properties within each spectral interval. The
optical properties of mineral dust and sea salt are calculated online depending on size distributions and
relative humidity.

The aerosol optical thickness at each wavelength τ(λ,z) is calculated by the following formula:

τ λ; zð Þ ¼ ∑
Ν

i¼1

3
4 ρi ri

ALi zð ÞQext ;i λ; zð Þ (1)

where N is the number of particle size bins, ρ is the particle density (kgm�3), r is the particle radius (m), AL(z) is
the aerosol load of each layer (kgm�2), and Qext,i(λ,z) (unitless) is the extinction efficiency calculated from the
Mie theory [Tegen and Lacis, 1996; Perez et al., 2006; Spyrou et al., 2013] using optical parameters from the soft-
ware package OPAC (Optical Properties of Aerosols and Clouds) [Hess et al., 1998]. In the case of sea-salt par-
ticles the extinction efficiencies are produced taking into account the growth of the aerosol radius and the
change of the optical properties under different humidity values. The cloud hydrometeors are divided into
seven main groups (cloud, rain, ice, graupel, snow, pristine, and aggregates) that are all utilized in the
calculation of the radiation budget. The optical properties of clouds can be either computed from the micro-
physical submodel [Meyers et al., 1997] or calculated from a separate routine in the RRTMG radiation
submodel [Iacono et al., 2008 and references therein]. In the present test case we utilized the calculation from
the RRTMG radiation submodel.

2.2. Calculation of the Photolysis Rates

The photochemical scheme uses the basic formulations proposed by Madronich [1987]. There are 25
reactions that represent atmospheric photochemistry as described in the “Implementation of the SAPRC-99
Chemical Mechanism into the Models-3 framework,” report to the United States Environmental Protection
Agency, by William P. L. Carter, 2000. (http://www.cert.ucr.edu/~carter/pubs/s99mod3.pdf). The set of
equations for the chemical reactions kinetics and species conservation that describe the variation in time of
the species concentrations and their rate of formation and/or depletion are solved with the use of the
chemistry solver Euler Backward Iterative algorithm (EBI) [Hertel et al., 1993].

Photolysis rates for the photolytic reactions are computed as the product of the absorption cross section,
quantum yield, and actinic flux, integrated over all relevant wavelengths:

d X½ �
dt

�
reac i

¼ � X½ ��∫σX λð Þ ϕi λ; Tð Þ E λð Þ dλ (2)

where d X½ �
dt is the rate of change of concentration X of species x during the photolytic reaction i, σX(λ) is the

absorption cross section of species x, ϕi(λ,T) the quantum yield of reaction i as a function of wavelength
and temperature, and E(λ) the spectral actinic flux over the wavelength range dλ. The absorption cross
sections and quantum yields are summarized in the documentation of the SAPRC-99 chemical mechanism
for VOC reactivity assessment [Carter, 2000]. The total actinic flux and consequently the photolysis rates
are simulated at each grid point of the model domain and can be updated at the spatial and temporal
resolution of the meteorological model. However for numerical efficiency, the photolysis module is activated
at a frequency equal to that of the radiation update (600 s).

One advantage of the online approach is that the dependence of the absorption cross sections on temperature
and pressure can be continuously monitored and reflected in the values of the photolysis rates. Moreover, the
approach adopted here allows the straightforward determination of the actinic flux considering modifications
due to absorption by aerosols, ozone, water vapor, CO2, Rayleigh scattering, and detailed absorption and
scattering by clouds, rather than implementing classical techniques where the clear-sky photodissociation rates
are corrected based on cloud fraction.
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3. Model Configuration and Structure of the Sensitivity Simulations

The topography and vegetation data are derived from the US Geological Survey (USGS) 30″ × 30″ data
set and the soil texture from Zobler and FAO/UNESCO at 2′ × 2′ resolution. A high-resolution reanalysis
data set is used for the initial and lateral boundary conditions of the meteorological parameters at a
resolution of 0.15° × 0.15°. This data set has been produced by downscaling 0.5° × 0.5° analysis data from
the European Center for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) that includes surface (including
buoy and ship) and upper air observations (www.ecmwf.int). The frequency of the produced reanalysis
fields is three hours. The 3-D Local Analysis and Prediction System-LAPS [Albers et al., 1996] is used for
the preparation of the reanalysis data set (laps.noaa.gov). The National Center for Environmental
Prediction (NCEP) 0.5° × 0.5° sea surface temperature analysis is used for water body initial conditions.
Initial and boundary conditions of gaseous and anthropogenic aerosol species are taken from
predefined vertical profiles. The concentrations in these profiles are given as a function of height on
terrain following sigma coordinates. The vertical profiles for O3 are based on the work of Fischer et al.
[2006] who have produced vertical, seasonal, and latitudinal distributions over Europe based on
measurement campaigns within SPURT (SPURenstofftransport in der Tropopausenregion: Trace gas
transport in the tropopause region) project [Engel et al., 2006]. The domain used in this study covers an
area of 6000 km× 3600 km over the Greater Mediterranean Region (GMR) with a spatial resolution of
12 km. Vertically, the domain stretches up to 24.3 km with 34 layers, with the first layer located at 47m
above ground.

The emissions incorporated in the model are derived from a recently updated high-resolution global
emission inventory (1990–2005) developed in the framework of the Climate Change and Impact
Research: the Mediterranean project (CIRCE EU FP6 Project No. 036961), by the EDGAR group (Emission
Database for the Global Atmospheric Research) of the EC-Joint Research Center, Ispra, Italy (JRC),
Climate Change Unit. The emission inventory follows the methodology of the EDGAR tool [Olivier et al.,
1999; van Aardenne et al., 2001]. EDGAR contains global anthropogenic emissions inventories of various
air pollutants and greenhouse gases and is used to calculate anthropogenic emissions of air pollutants
(gases and particles) and greenhouse gases (GHG) by sector and country, with a temporal resolution of
a month and spatial resolution of 0.1° × 0.1° latitude-longitude. The anthropogenic emissions include
the greenhouse gases CO2, CH4, N2O, ozone precursor gases (CO, NOx, NMVOC), SO2, NH3, and black
carbon (BC) and organic carbon (OC). Emissions are calculated for the reference year 2005 and include
245 countries globally.

Model simulations are divided into three categories:

1. Simulation without aerosol effects on radiation and without aerosol CCN activation (Baseline case).
2. Simulation with aerosol direct effects on radiation (radiation forcing — RF). The intent of this run is

to assess changes in the meteorological and photochemical fields derived from the changes in the
radiation budget. Semidirect changes on the cloud distribution and the meteorological and photo-
chemical parameters are also discussed.

3. Simulation with aerosol direct, semidirect, and indirect effect (radiation and cloud forcing — RFCF). This
simulation has the characteristics of the RF case and additionally includes the explicit computation of
cloud droplet activation (CCN and IN from mineral dust) that is added to the background field of nuclei
used in the RF and baseline case.

The feedback of different aerosol types is modeled separately by utilizing the modular structure of the code. “SS”
abbreviation refers to the simulationswhere sea salt has been included in the feedback scheme and “MDSS” refers
to the simulations where both mineral dust and sea-salt particles are used in the radiative and cloud module.

In order to investigate the impact of natural particles on radiation, meteorological, and photochemical
production, a case study during a period of intense dust mobilization and transport to EMR is selected.
Between 15 and 19 April 2004 a dust outbreak from N. Africa transported significant loads of dust
particles that reached Southern Greece on 17 April 17. The model is run for a spin-up period of five
days (10 to 14 April 2004) in order to establish a more realistic background pattern of natural aerosols
over the area. Desert dust and sea-salt particles initial conditions are zero and the correct spin-up time
is chosen accordingly. While a five-day simulation (15–19 April) is enough to capture low level and short
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distance dustmobilization and transport fromNorth Africa to Crete, the spin-up simulation reveals a long range
transport path of mineral dust fromWestern Africa. The result is the establishment of a dust layer over Finokalia
at about 9 km (maximum concentrations ~50–70μgm�3) during our test period. Two additional sensitivity tests
during the same test period are performed in order to assess the relative contribution of sea-salt particles
(separately from and synergistically with mineral dust) on the atmospheric processes (Table 3).

Observational resources used in this study include: measurements of the photolysis rates of O1D and NO2,
meteorological parameters (wind, temperature), and ozone concentrations available at Finokalia station,
Greece (35° 19′ N, 25° 40′ E, altitude 250m above sea level) (Prof. Nikos Mihalopoulos, personal communi-
cation 2013). The photolysis rates are described in detail in Gerasopoulos et al. [2006, 2012]. Ozone mea-
surements were also available for Akrotiri station, Greece (Prof. Mihalis Lazaridis, personal communication
2012), for Montelibretti station (Italy) from the European Monitoring and Evaluation Programme (EMEP)
network (http://www.emep.int). PM10 measurements at Heraklion station in Crete also obtained by personal
communication (Dr. Giorgos Kouvarakis, University of Crete). Precipitation data were available from the
Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission TRMM product 3B42 V7 (http://disc2.nascom.nasa.gov/daac-bin/
Giovanni/tovas), meteorological data available from NCEP reanalysis data set (NCEP FNL Operational
Global Tropospheric Analyses), and cloud cover data from EUMETSAT’s Satellite Application Facility on
Climate Monitoring (http://dx.doi.org/10.5676/EUM_SAF_CM/CLARA_AVHRR/V001).

Table 3. Total Precipitation (Total PCP) Integrated Over All Domain Cells and Maximum Precipitation (in mm) Over
Central Mediterranean per day (24 h PCP) and for the Whole Simulation Period (120 h PCP), for Each of the
Simulation Casesa

Simulation Time Period Total PCP (m) Maximum PCP (mm)

Baseline (no aerosol) 15 April 36.56 65.15
16 April 39.93 60.73
17 April 23.15 39.48
18 April 28.60 49.66
19 April 26.28 53.56

15–19 April 154.52 110.9
RF (dust only) 15 April 33.84 72.75

16 April 40.92 66.46
17 April 20.71 31.30
18 April 28.48 42.75
19 April 31.92 64.12

15–19 April 155.87 109.9
RF_SS (salt only) 15 April 36.46 63.94

16 April 40.07 63.60
17 April 23.24 38.25
18 April 28.54 53.28
19 April 26.69 53.68

15–19 April 154.99 109.6
RF_MDSS (salt and dust) 15 April 33.66 72.07

16 April 40.94 71.61
17 April 20.57 31.49
18 April 28.22 42.43
19 April 31.84 64.85

15–19 April 155.23 111.3
RFCF (dust only) 15 April 34.61 59.02

16 April 41.24 63.18
17 April 21.12 34.52
18 April 28.81 45.92
19 April 33.45 66.52

15–19 April 159.22 106.1
RFCF_MDSS (salt and dust) 15 April 34.85 58.72

16 April 40.70 57.55
17 April 21.05 32.45
18 April 28.87 45.08
19 April 33.37 66.51

15–19 April 158.84 105.5

aThe domain over which the statistics are derived is shown in Figure 4.2b with the red dashed box.
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4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Dust Effects on Radiation

Themicrophysical and optical properties of dust particles determine their specific extinction cross section (σ),
which is a measure of the relation between dust loading and its optical depth:

σ λð Þ ¼ τ λð Þ
DL

(3)

where τ(λ) is the AOD calculated in {1} and DL is the dust mass loading in g m�2. As exhibited in Figure 1 (top
plots), for dust loadings below 2 gm�2, σ at the wavelength interval 441–625 nm is ~0.63–0.64. The 2 gm�2

threshold has been chosen to include areas that represent medium to large distances from dust sources for
compliance with previous studies. These results are in good agreement with those obtained from
Gerasopoulos et al. [2009] who found a specific extinction cross section of 0.64.
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Figure 1. (a) Aerosol optical depth (AOD) as a function of total column dust load (gm�2), difference in (b) the shortwave
radiation (SR) in W m�2 expressed as SRRF � SRBASELINE and (c) in the downwelling longwave radiation (LR) in W m�2

expressed as LRRF � LRBASELINE on 17 April at 12:00 UTC (left plots) and 18 April 12:00UTC (right plots) at the surface.
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The direct feedback of dust on the radiation balance (RF) of the downwelling shortwave radiation at the
surface (SR) is negative while the downwelling longwave radiation (LR) increases with the inclusion of dust.
Figure 1 expresses the reduction in SR (middle plots) and LR (bottom plots) noted over all cloud-free grid cells
(land and ocean surface cells that are cloud free in both baseline and RF runs) as a function of dust loading
during noon. The radiative effect of mineral dust on LR is nonlinear. The attenuation of the SR with dust
loading can be characterized as linear and expressed as y=�71x for 17 April and y=�79x for 18 April (where
y is the absolute difference in SR and x the dust loading). The instantaneous decrease in SR at the surface for
a dust loading of 1.5 gm�2 is 50–150Wm�2 on 17 April 12:00 UTC and 100–150Wm�2 on 18 April 12:00 UTC
(~�5 to v15%). For the same loading, LR at the surface increases by 30–80Wm�2 (~ +6 to +18%) constituting
a net negative effect for dust of ~�20 to�70Wm�2 per 1.5 gm�2 dust load. Using the dust forcing efficiency
definition (ΔP/AOD where P is the respective radiation flux component) as described in Helmert et al. [2007],
a value of �115Wm�2 per unit AOD is obtained for SR averaged over all cloudless domain cells. This result
agrees with several similar studies. Stanelle et al. [2010] found an average forcing efficiency of�140Wm�2 for
surface SR and an increase in surface LR of 70Wm�2 during noon for West Africa (per unit AOD calculated at
450 nm). Helmert et al. [2007] gave different values for southern and northern Sahara, respectively,�196Wm�2

to�220Wm�2 and�81Wm�2 to�85Wm�2 (per unit AOD calculated at 500 nm). Given the fact that different
studies use AOD calculated at different wavelengths, a similar efficiency parameter can be obtained as ΔP/DL
(where P is the respective radiation flux component and DL the total column dust load). Using this dust
load forcing efficiency, the reduction in SR averaged over all cloudless domain cells reaches 75Wm�2 (per
unit dust loading in g m�2). The respective parameter for LR gives an average noon increase of 40Wm�2

over cloudless areas.

Terrestrial radiation (TR) (upwelling longwave radiation) is, in general, lower in the RF case than in the
baseline case during daytime (Figure 2a). The instantaneous outgoing longwave radiation flux (upward)
measured by the Aqua-AIRS 1° × 1° Level-3 product (http://disc.sci.gsfc.nasa.gov/giovanni) is in the range of
400–500Wm�2 in the dust source areas of N. Africa (not shown). These values are found to be more in line
with the RF simulation. Dust constitutes a negative effect on TR, which is larger near the dust sources (�20 to
�60Wm�2), as depicted in Figure 2a. However, there are several areas, over the African continent as well as
over the Balkans (indicated with the black circles in Figure 2a), where noon TR increases with the inclusion of
dust. TR is a function of the temperature of the body that emits it and this complex behavior reflects the
changes in surface temperature. As shown in Figure 2b, the 2m air temperature (Τ2m) over these areas is also
higher in the RF simulation. However, there are other areas with increased Τ2m that are not accompanied by
a higher TR. When taking into account only the cloudless grid cells, the main feedback is positive (dust leads
to larger TR). This result indicates that when there are no clouds, and therefore no changes in TR due to
changes in the cloud distribution, the inclusion of dust (direct effect) warms the surface and leads to higher
TR. The negative effect of dust on noon TR as shown in Figure 2a, even over areas where an increase in Τ2m is
noticed, is mainly the result of the semidirect effect (the changes in the cloud distribution). The situation is
opposite during the night when the TR of the RF case is larger than in the baseline case almost over all
domain. The reversal happens after late afternoon (16–18 UTC) leading to nighttime TR increases of ~ +30 to
+75Wm�2. Combining the effect of dust on the LR with the effect of dust on the TR, an overall cloudless grid
cells increase of ~ 65Wm�2 is noticed for net downwelling longwave radiation at noon and a smaller increase
of 47Wm�2 is noticed during midnight. The daytime increase is therefore ~ 28% higher than nighttime
increase. Jacobson [1997] gives a 31% higher daytime than nighttime increase in net downwelling
longwave radiation.

Noon time surface heating rate reaches 3.6°K d�1 over Finokalia in the presence of dust that is two times
higher than the respective value without dust (1.7°K d�1). For comparison, McFarlane et al. [2009] reported a
heating rate of 3–4°K d�1 over Niamey during a dust episode. Near surface heating rates were two times
higher when dust particles were taken into account in the radiation budget. Mohalfi et al. [1998] gave a
nonlinear increase in the heating rates over Saudi desert as a function of AODwith values 3, 4.5, and 6.5°K d�1

for AOD 0.5, 1.5, and 3.0, respectively. Quijano et al. [2000] also concluded that mineral aerosols produce a
significant net heating where they are located and gave a value of ~ 2–3°K d�1 for cloudless conditions, DOD
of 0.5, and cosine of zenith angle of 0.8. These values were 2–3 times higher than the HR without dust
feedback. Over Africa the heating rates can reach locally 8–12°K d�1 during midday. Mallet et al. [2009]
showed that during dust episodes over West Africa the heating rate at the surface can exceed 10°K d�1.
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4.2. Dust Feedback on Meteorological Parameters

Temperature, wind speed, accumulated rainfall, relative humidity, and total condensates are some of the
affected atmospheric fields that will be discussed in this section. Total condensates refer to the sum of the
mixing ratios of all condensates simulated by the microphysical scheme. By activating the interactive aerosol
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Figure 2. Difference in the upwelling longwave radiation (terrestrial radiation TR) in W m�2 expressed as TRRF �
TRBASELINE on (a) 17 April at 12:00 UTC and (c) 18 April at 00:00 UTC at the surface and difference in 2m air tempera-
ture (T2m) in °K expressed as TRF � TBASELINE on (b) 17 April at 12:00 UTC and (d) 18 April at 00:00 UTC.
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module it results in a difference of ~ 2.5°K in the Τ2m over Finokalia station, as illustrated in Figure 3a. The
T2m simulated with the RFCF shows slightly better agreement with the observations than the baseline
results, as indicated by the main statistical parameters and the time series. The correlation coefficient does
not change (0.85 in the baseline case and 0.83 in the RFCF case) but the root mean square error (RMSE from
2.09°K in the baseline case decreases to 1.78°K in the RFCF) and the mean bias (MB decreases from�1.65°K in
the baseline case to�0.96°K in the RFCF) improve with the inclusion of the dust feedback. The impact is also
evident on the wind speed that decreases by 1–3m s�1 during the same period (Figure 3b). The correlation
coefficient from the comparison of modeled and observed wind speed improves from 0.52 in the baseline
simulation to 0.57 in the RFCF simulation and the RMSE and MB decrease from 2.89m s�1 to 2.72m s�1 and
from 1.06m s�1 to 0.72m s�1, respectively. Therefore, the inclusion of the mineral dust feedback effects
slightly improves themodel performance for the aforementionedmeteorological parameters during the days
of the event (17–18 April 2004, 48–96 simulation hours).

In addition, aerosol measurements (PM10) from a neighbor meteorological station located in Heraclion,
Crete, (35° 20′ 12″ N, 25 10′ 24″ E, altitude 39 m), are compared with the modeled dust and sea-salt con-
centrations of the RFCF simulation (Figure 3c). The model performed satisfactory during the days of the
dust episode capturing the concentrations and the time of the event. During the previous days there is an
evident underestimation of the observed PM10 concentrations that possibly refer to contribution from
other local and regional sources of aerosols that are not included in this comparison. For 15 and 16 April
2004, this underestimation averages at ~ 35 μgm�3 under north-northwest winds (that dominate during
that time period) and indicate transport of pollution from Central and East Europe as well as local pollution.
It must be noted that Heraclion station is characterized as urban and is located close to Heraclion city, the
largest city of the island of Crete.

a

b

c

Figure 3. (a) Air temperature (T2m in °K), (b) wind speed (WS in m s�1) as a function of the forecast hour (120 h from 15 to
19 April 2004) compared with measurements from the Finokalia station, Crete (35° 19′ N, 25° 40′ E, altitude 250m above sea
level), and (c) PM10 concentrations measured over Heraclion station, Crete (35° 20′ 12″ N, 25° 10′ 24″ E, altitude 39m above
sea level) and modeled sum of dust and sea-salt particles at the surface for the same time period. The crosses are the
measured values, the red continuous line corresponds to the model results from the baseline case, and the red dashed line
corresponds to the model results from the RFCF case. The gray box indicates the timeframe of the dust event. Time 0 of x
axis corresponds to 15 April 2004, 00:00 UTC. Main statistical parameters are given below the plots for (left) T2m and (right)
wind speed.
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Domain wide, the spatial patterns of the temperature field of the RF case are improved, following the NCEP
Final Analysis T2m temperature patterns with a better agreement (Figure 4.1). In general, the T2m in the
RF case over Africa is higher than in the baseline case. In particular, a warmer air mass over Libya and Algeria
is noticed in RFCF, whereas the baseline simulation produces a 3–4°K cooler air temperature. Comparison
of the accumulated precipitation from the five-day simulation with the TRMM satellite observations also
reveals a slight improvement in the case where the feedback is included. The BASE run patterns underesti-
mate accumulated rainfall over West Mediterranean. The RF simulation does not contribute much to the
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a

Figure 4.1. Air temperature T2m in °K (right plots) from (a) NCEP reanalysis, (b) baseline, and (c) RF model results
on 17 April 2004, at 12:00 UTC.
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underestimation seen over the Iberian Peninsula; however, several improvements are achieved in other
regions. As seen in Figure 4.2, the differences are mainly noticed over Italy where the RF case simulates
more precisely the accumulated precipitation over Central Italy (Rome) than the baseline simulation which

b

a

1
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3

CS1

c

Figure 4.2. Accumulated rainfall (in mm) for the time period 15–19 April 2004 from (a) TRMM, (b) baseline, and (c) RF case.
The circles denote the areas where the strongest changes occur due to the inclusion of the dust feedback. The red dashed
rectangular refers to the part of the domain with significant amounts of precipitation being affected by the dust cloud. The
red numbered boxes indicate areas where sea-salt impact on radiation is calculated and the black CS1 line is the location of
the cross section discussed in Figure 7.
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Figure 4.3. (a) Daily mean cloud cover (CC) from CLARA-A1 ΑVHRR data and modeled CC from (b) the baseline and (c) RF
simulation on 17 April 2004, at 12:00 UTC. Circles indicate the most affected areas. Clouds are depicted in grayscale colors
and white indicates cloudless areas.
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underestimates this rainfall event (shown in circles in Figure 4.2). Additionally, the precipitation along the
Mediterranean coast of the Iberian Peninsula is closer to TRMM. However, the maximum precipitation is
underestimated in both runs probably due to the relatively coarse model resolution. The cloud cover over the
Mediterranean region differs between the baseline and RF simulations (Figure 4.3). The direct aerosols effects
lead to an altered heat balance and modification of the thermal stratification aloft that, in turn, changes the
cloud formation and cloud cover (CC). Themain change is a noticeable increase of cloud cover over the North
African region and more distant toward the east (shown in circles in Figure 4.3). The formation of cloud over
this region is a second parameter, apart from the dust particles, that affects radiation and subsequently other
meteorological and chemical parameters, constituting the semidirect feedback mechanism. Another area
affected by the inclusion of the radiation impact of dust is south of Italy where a cloud system, stretched
south of Sicily in the baseline simulation, in the RF simulation stops inland. The Aqua-AIRS Level-3 cloud cover
ascending satellite image confirms the lack of cloud cover in that area.

Separating the direct from the semidirect impact on the radiation fluxes is difficult. However, some features
of the semidirect effect can help investigating its relative importance. The semidirect effect is linked to the
alteration of the cloud distribution due to changes in the radiation budget. For the semidirect effect to be
evident, a main prerequisite must be satisfied: the dust cloud must be collocated in the vicinity of, or travel
through, air masses with high water vapor content and/or condensates. The boundary layer over Africa is
high during daytime resulting in elevation of the dust cloud over the continent [Kallos et al., 1998]. This
deep well mixed layer, together with topographic features (mountainous region) may lift dust emissions
up to 8 km when the dust cloud reaches the Mediterranean Coast of North Africa. Moving north and
eastward the dust cloud travels over areas with enhanced cloud cover, changing the vertical thermal
structure and redistributing the condensates. Therefore, the main spatial characteristics of the semidirect
effect are the small area of large changes in radiation fluxes and the intensification over areas where the
dust cloud and the condensed air masses coexist. Similarly, the perturbations in radiation due to the in-
direct effect of aerosols can have large values but small spatial extent for both short and longwave radi-
ation (Figures 5a–b). The indirect differences can be the outcome of twomechanisms: alteration of the CCN
field and/or mineral dust vertical distribution and a chain effect between these parameters and the radi-
ation budget processes. Regarding T2m, the changes introduced by the indirect effect over Finokalia
(TRFCF-TRF) in this case study and at this resolution do not exceed ± 0.2°K since the indirect aerosol effect

W m

W m

a

b

Figure 5. Difference due to the indirect effect in (a) SR and (b) LR expressed as PRFCF� PRF (Wm�2) at the first free model
layer (P is the respective variable).
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for the current simulations is only accounted for by the grid scale clouds (the microphysical module takes
into account the prognostic aerosol distribution to compute grid scale cloud properties). Several studies
that have assessed aerosol impacts on convective storm systems concluded that they are complex, can
have positive or negative forcing, and nevertheless should be investigated on a case-to-case basis [e.g., van
den Heever et al., 2006, 2007; Solomos et al., 2011, 2012; Teller et al., 2012].

As discussed, near dust sources where the dust layer is close to the ground, T2m in the RF case is lower
compared to the baseline case. However, once moving away from the dust sources and while the dust layer is
elevated, the T2m increases with the inclusion of the dust radiative effect. The changes in temperature result
from the alterations in the thermal structure (dust particles scattering and absorption) and from the changes
in cloud cover. This warmer air over inland Africa and its northerly coast is then transported northeast and
reaches Finokalia station where it increases T2m as previously described in this section. Examining the ver-
tical profile of the differences in temperature caused by the impact of dust (Figure 6a), the ΔT2m, expressed
as (TRF-TBASELINE), over Finokalia remains positive for an air layer from the surface up to ~8–9 km height that
corresponds to the higher dust cloud. The air is warmer below and within the dust layer demonstrating the
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Figure 6. Vertical profile of the absolute difference in temperature (TRF� TBASELINE, in °K red line) and dust concentration
(in μg m�3 blue line) over Finokalia station (35° 19′ N, 25° 40′ E, altitude 250m above sea level) on (a) 17 April at 12:00 UTC
and (b) 18 April at 12:00 UTC.
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absorbing character of mineral dust and the trapping of the longwave radiation by the dust layer. The dif-
ferences in the air temperature on 17 April reach 4.1°K at 2.5 km height.

Above the dust layer the RF simulation gives slightly cooler air masses by ~�3°K and the perturbation also
continues to higher levels but to a smaller extent. On 17 April the dust is distributed over a lower double layer
with two peaks. The maximum concentrations of the peaks are 350μgm�3 at 6.5 km and 210μgm�3 at 3 km.
On April 18, the dust layer turns into a single higher layer with maximum concentrations of ~280μgm�3

at ~ 9 – 10 km (blue lines in Figure 6). These high dust clouds are not a rare springtime phenomena for the
Mediterranean region. As described in Gobbi et al. [2000], mineral dust particles can reach and persist for
several days at heights of about 10 km. The higher dust cloud of 18 April, even though with less ground level
loading (and smaller maximum concentrations) has a larger response on air temperature (Figure 6b). These
results indicate that the altitude of the dust layer plays a significant role on the response of the atmosphere to
its forcing. Lower dust concentrations that reach higher altitudes can have a similar or larger effect on
meteorology than having more dust in lower levels. Liao and Seinfeld [1998] have also highlighted that the
magnitude of the effect of dust on the radiation budget strongly depends on its altitude.

Moisture vertical profile is also influenced by the changes in the radiation budget. Figure 7a shows the ver-
tical profiles of relative humidity (RH) and dust concentration over Finokalia on 17 April 2004, at 12:00 UTC.
The main finding regarding RH consists of a reduction below and within the dust layer when the RF impact is
included and an increase of RH at the top of the dust layer (above 9 km). For example at 3 km height the RH of

Figure 7. (a) Vertical profile of the relative humidity %RH (red lines) and dust concentration in μg m�3 (blue lines) over
Finokalia station on 17 April, 12:00 UTC for the three simulations. Water vapor mixing ratio (gkg�1) and theta contours (°K)
on a WE cross section over Crete island from (b) baseline and (c) RF simulation on 17 April, 12:00 UTC. The location of the cross
section is shown with the black line CF1 in Figure 4.2c.
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the baseline simulation is 87% while in the RF run the RH at this height is 70%. This shift persists from 1 km to
4km height following the lowest dust layer. From 5km to 7km, which represents the lowest half of the second
dust layer, the RH from the two simulations does not differ. Above 7 km the RH increases in both cases with a
higher rate in the RF and RFCF case. The vertical distribution of thewater vapormixing ratio on aWE cross section
over Crete Island (Figure 7b for baseline and Figure 7c for RF case) denotes an alteration in the cloud base height
which is expected due to thewarm and dry air and its increased tendency to rise (the location of the cross section
is shown in Figure 4.2c with CS1). The cloud base lifts by approximately 1 km and the potential temperature at the
cloud base is 304°K in the RF case (compared to 300°K in the baseline case). It must be noted that in the baseline
case the dust layer does not interact in any way with the meteorological parameters, so the changes that result
from the inclusion of the feedback mechanisms refer to dust impacts compared to no impact at all.

The inclusion of the feedbacks changes the spatiotemporal characteristics of both dust concentrations (Figure 8)
and total condensates (Figure 9) over Finokalia. Regarding dust concentrations, the baseline simulation gives an
initially unified dust layer, the bottom of which is located at 5 km on 17 April at noon. The dust layer rapidly
descends to 500m remaining close to the surface until 18 April at 05:00 UTC. The RF simulation gives an initially
double dust layer, the bottom of which is located lower than the baseline dust layer (2–3 km) and steadily
continues to descend but not below 1 km. During April 18, another higher layer, centered at about 9–10 km,
dominates the vertical dust structure in the two cases (baseline and RF/RFCF) indicating long range transport of
dust. The radiative feedback and the changes in the thermal structure of the atmosphere result in changes in the
wind field. Wind is a central component in dust production and transport, and the dust concentration differ-
ences between the baseline and the feedback runs are largely a result of the altered wind field. The inclusion of
the CF impact does not have significant impacts on the dust concentration pattern. Similarly, the temporal
evolution of the total condensates mixing ratio, averaged over an area of 120 km ×120 km around Finokalia, is
shown in Figure 9. The averaging is performed in order to avoid possible biases from potential relocation phe-
nomena. Larger scale relocation is considered a relocation-pattern feedback mechanism. The main difference
between the RF (Figure 9b) and baseline (Figure 9a) simulations is the “dry up” of the total condensates (sum of
the condensates in all phases) between 3 and 6 km height during the dust event (till 18 April noon hours). The
“burn off mechanism of the clouds” is due to the radiative heating of the dust layer, as also described in
Ackerman et al. [2000]. However, the total condensates during afternoon and the night of April 18th, in the RF
case, are larger than in the baseline case indicating an offset of condensates right after the major dust event.
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Figure 8. Temporal evolution of the vertical profile of dust concentration (μgm�3) over Finokalia station on (left column)
17 April and (right column) 18 April for (a) baseline, (b) RF, and (c) RFCF simulations.
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During these offset hours the inclusion of the dust indirect effect results in a decrease in magnitude, rather than
vertical structure, in the condensate vertical distribution (Figure 9c) that probably results from the increased
number of CCN. The activation of the dust particles as CCN is an additional source of cloud droplets relative to
the constant CCN background value used in the baseline and RF case. The larger number of CCN competes for
less moisture leading to the formation of condensates with smaller diameter that can evaporate more easily.

4.3. Dust Feedback on Photolysis Rates and Ozone

The changes in the solar radiation and temperature have consequences for the photochemical activity and
the ozone field over the region. The changes in the ozone distribution may come from the alterations in the
photolysis rates, or other factors such as biogenic emissions that increase with temperature. Higher tem-
peratures will generally result in enhanced photochemical activity but lower solar radiation causes a decrease
in the actinic fluxes, defining the negative net change in the photolysis rates in cases with high aerosol load.
JO1D and shortwave radiation at the surface are indeed lower in the RF simulation than in the baseline
simulation and in better agreement with measurements over Finokalia station (Figure 10). The slight but
persistent overestimation of the photolysis rates by the model is expected since themodel calculates J values
taking into consideration all the components of solar radiation (downwelling and upwelling) while the
observations are derived from measurements of downwelling radiation fluxes only. Benas et al. [2013] de-
fined a mean discrepancy of about 10 – 12% that is consistent with our results. At Finokalia, JNO2 decreases
from 11.42 10�5 s�1 to 8.92 10�5 s�1 and JO1D from 3.21 10�3 s�1 to 2.38 10�3 s�1 from the baseline to the RF
simulation. The JO1D vertical profiles reveal that with the inclusion of the dust feedback the surface pho-
tolysis rates over Finokalia station decrease near the surface and increase within the dust layer (Figure 11).
JNO2 exhibits the same reduction (not shown). The reduction in the photolysis rates due to RF starts from
09:00 UTC and lasts until 13:00 UTC. The relative difference ΔJRF [(JRF� JBASELINE) * 100 / JBASELINE] for
O1D reaches �25% near the surface during noon hours on 17 April. The reduction decreases with height up
to 1.5 – 2 km where it becomes zero. Above this height the JO1D of the RF simulation becomes larger than
the JO1D of the baseline simulation (ΔJRF becomes positive) by approximately 4 – 5%. The reduction comes
as a result of both the direct reduction in SR from dust and the alteration in the radiation budget from the
changes in cloud cover. The inclusion of the indirect effect (RFCF case) further alters the vertical profile of
the J values (the total difference ΔJRFCF is expressed as (JRFCF� JBASELINE) * 100 / JBASELINE). On 17 April,
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Figure 9. Temporal evolution of the vertical profile of the total condensate mixing ratio (gkg�1) averaged over an area of 120km
×120kmaroundFinokalia stationon (left column) 17April and (right column) 18April for (a) baseline, (b) RF, and (c) RFCF simulations.
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the inclusion of the indirect effect reduces the JO1D near the surface even further with ΔJRFCF reaching
�30% in comparison to ΔJRF of �25%.

Several sensitivity tests are also performed in order to investigate the corresponding reduction at the surface
in SR and J-values as a function of AOD. For this purpose, six additional simulations were performed for the RF
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Figure 11. Temporal evolution of the vertical profile of JO1D (e�5 s�1) over Finokalia station on (left plots) 17 April and
(right plots) 18 April for the (a) baseline, (b) RF, and (c) RFCF simulation.
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Figure 10. (a) Shortwave radiation in the first model layer (Wm�2) and photolysis rates of (b) NO2 (1e�3 s�1) and (c) O1D
(1e�5 s�1) as a function of forecast hour (120 h from 15 to 19 April 2004) compared with measurements from the Finokalia
station, Crete (35° 19′ N, 25° 40′ E, 250m above sea level). Black lines: measurements. Red continuous lines: baseline case.
Red dashed lines: RFCF case.
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case, for 17 to 18 April to assess the role of different dust cloud structures, where the AOD profile of the RF
case is multiplied by a factor (f) (i.e., 0.015, 0.07, 0.15, 0.3, 0.7, and 1.4) to represent different “strengths” of the
same dust event. The changes (ΔS and ΔJ, respectively, for SR and J-values) are expressed as the percentage
(PRFf� PBASELINE)*100% / PBASELINE, where PRFf are the parameter values (SR and J) from the respective
sensitivity test with the multiplying factor f (Figure 12). The ΔS are negative except for very low AOD (~ 0.01)
where a slight increase is observed. This is evident on 17 April at 09:00 and 12:00 UTC when the dust cloud is
composed of two layers. On 17 April 15:00 and during 18 April, when the dust cloud turns into a single layer,
the changes in SR and J-values under lowAOD are negative. The positiveΔS for very low AOD during 17 April is a
result of the photon path length increase due to multiple scattering (two dust layers). In detail, it must be noted
that the shortwave radiation parameter from the model refers to direct and diffuse radiation fluxes in the 200–
3846nm band and thus not direct solar radiation alone. The positive ΔS in lowAOD indicates that the increase in
the diffuse component of the shortwave radiation caused by the aerosols may overcome the decrease in the
direct component. Therefore, the slight increase in the total (direct and diffuse) solar radiation under low AOD is
the net effect of the two opposite-sign feedbacks on direct and diffuse shortwave fluxes separately.

The photolysis rates have a smoother slope of reduction than the SR (Figure 12, lower plots) due to the fact
that the photolytic reactions occur in a subpart of the SR wavelength band. The changes in J-values follow the
reduction of SR relatively closely during morning and noon hours, especially on 18 April when the dust
exhibited a single layer structure. Both ΔJ and ΔS are more strongly reduced during the afternoon than
at noon and morning hours. The reduction varies from 15.6% to 31.3% for SR and from 13.7% to 24.9% for J-
values showing a linear relationship in all cases. The reductions on 18 April for all hours are larger than those on
17 April when the dust load is larger but the dust cloud is located at lower altitudes. This corroborates the
significance of altitude of the aerosol layer in assessing its radiative effects. When adding all the results obtained
from the sensitivity tests, during different hours that refer to different dust vertical distributions (height, layering,
concentrations, etc), the total reduction rate is 22.5% for SR and 18.8% for J-values. The endpoint results of this
linear relation are in good agreement with the observational results of Gerasopoulos et al. [2012] who men-
tioned less than 6% reduction in photolysis rates for background conditions and 30 – 40% reductions during

17-18 April18 April17 April

)
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b 

c 

Figure 12. Reduction (in %) of shortwave radiation (ΔS) and photolysis rates (ΔJO1D) at the surface as a function of AOD (for
Finokalia station) at 09:00 UTC (upper row), (middle row) 12:00 UTC and (lower row) 15:00 UTC. Left plots refer to 17 April,
middle plots refer to 18 April, and right plots to both days 17 and 18 April. The grey lines are for ΔJ and the black lines for ΔS.
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dust events with an AOD above 1.5. However, significant differences within the ±10% range in the reduction
rate are introduced (i.e., an AOD of 0.8 during 09:00 UTC can give a reduction of 13% and during afternoon
hours the same AOD leads to a decrease in J-values by 24%; according to the linear regression a reduction
of~�16% is expected underlining the significance of solar zenith angle).

The impact of dust on the photolysis rates is also reflected in the ozone concentrations over the affected area. The
consequent ozone response to the changes in the photolytic frequencies depends on the NOx and VOC avail-
ability over the area of interest [Stockwell and Goliff, 2004]. Murazaki and Hess [2006] suggested that higher
photochemical rates over regions with low pollution result in ozone reduction because destruction dominates

a

b

c

Figure 13. Ozone concentrations in μg m�3 from (a) baseline and (b) RFCF simulation and (c) the difference expressed as
CRFCF � CBASELINE on 17 April 2004 at 12:00 UTC.
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the chemistry of ozone. Accordingly, over regions with low anthropogenic pollution low photolysis rates indicate
low activity. Therefore, the destruction of ozone is performed at a lower rate whilst the production is limited due
to low levels of NOx and VOC, leading to a longer residual of ozone in the area (shown in black circle in Figure 13).
ΔC expressed as CRFCF � CBASELINE reaches 50μgm�3 over Africa and the south coast of France. Differences
of ~�20 to �40μgm�3 are noted over Lybia and the west coast of Africa as well as between or downwind of
areas where a ΔC is positive. Our results are in agreement with previous studies that found nonmonotonous
changes in the ozone concentrations depending on the pollution level at the area of interest [Fast et al., 2006;
Forkel et al., 2012]. This pattern may be explained by the requirement-availability rule that is valid for the ozone
cycle and its precursors. Another reason is the establishment of a well-mixed layer that is formed from the warm
and dry air moving across the desert that leads to ozone dilution into a deeper layer and lower surface con-
centrations. Finokalia, Akrotiri, and Montelibretti stations are affected by the dust layer and the ozone concen-
trations over these stations are altered by the inclusion of the dust feedback (Figure 14). The results from the RF
simulation are similar to RFCF. Finokalia and Akrotiri are stations mainly affected by long range transport of
pollution indicated by the lack of a clear diurnal cycle of ozone. Montelibretti station exhibits clear production-loss
patterns in the daily variation of ozone concentrations mainly attributed to its location near areas with high
precursors concentrations. In general, ozone concentrations over these stations are decreased in the RF case
compared to the baseline case, giving better agreement with observed values. During ozone buildup hours, the
absolute difference in the ozone concentrations over Finokalia and Akrotiri reaches 10 μgm�3 that is a decrease
of about 8–10% with respect to the baseline run. The difference for Montelibretti, however, is much larger,
reaching 40μgm�3 that is probably related to the location of this station (closer to industrial and urban areas)
compared to Finokalia and Akrotiri stations. The decrease in ozone in the RF simulation may additionally be the
result of the deeper mixed layer that results from the warm and dry air masses in the area. The current sensi-
tivity tests thus indicate the significance of the dust impact on photolysis rates in the East Mediterranean
Region. Including dust links with solar radiation is an important process with a number of complex feedbacks
that should be taken into consideration in atmospheric chemistry studies in this region.

4.4. Impact of Sea-Salt Aerosols

Sea-salt particles (SS) are produced as a result of the wind effect on the surface of the water body and are
characterized as primary emissions. SS aerosol has mainly scattering properties in the shortwave bands and is
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Figure 14. Time series of ozone concentrations in μg m�3 (48 to 120 forecast hours from 17 to 19 April 2004) compared with
measurements: (a) Finokalia station, Greece (35° 19′ N, 25° 40′ E), (b) Akrotiri station, Greece (35° 32′ N, 24° 03′ E), and (c)
Montelibretti station, Italy (42° 06′ N, 12° 38′ E). Black lines refer to measurements, red continuous lines to the model results from
the baseline case, and the red dashed lines to the RFCF case.
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the major cause of light scattering in clean marine conditions [Quinn and Bates, 2005]. Two additional sen-
sitivity tests are performed activating the SS-radiation interaction: including only sea salt (RF_SS simulations)
and adding SS to mineral dust particles (RF_MDSS). The single scattering albedo for all the aerosol modes (ω)
in each band, when more than one aerosol type is included, is calculated by weighting the single scattering
albedo of each aerosol mode i as follows:

ω λð Þ ¼ 1
b λð Þ ∑

Ν

i¼1
ϖi λð Þ�bi λð Þ (4)

The asymmetry parameter (g) for the whole aerosol distribution is given as:

g λð Þ ¼ 1
bs λð Þ ∑

Ν

i¼1
gi λð Þ�bsi λð Þ (5)

where b and bs are, respectively, the extinction and the scattering coefficients. The band- and mode-depen-
dent ωi and gi are derived from the Mie calculations.

SS particles are present over the Mediterranean Sea and the Atlantic Ocean with total column loads varying from
10 to 100mgm�2 (Figure 15a). The attenuation in SR due to SS particles is much smaller than that of the mineral
dust during this test event, where soil dust dominates the aerosol load in the atmosphere. SS alone exhibitsmainly
characteristics of the semidirect effect and, when combined with mineral dust, SS enhances the dust negative
radiative forcing. It is difficult to identify the SS direct effect since the areas where these particles are present, in
this test case, coincide with areas with increased condensates load and/or dust. For this reason the RF_SS simu-
lation was performed to define a region with SS and no condensates load (mineral dust is not activated in the
radiation module). Such areas are found along the Atlantic coast of northern Spain (box 1 in Figure 4.2c) and
Portugal (boxes 2 and 3 in Figure 4.2c). Oceanic areas are chosen since areas with relatively lower albedo exhibit a
more evident radiative effect as described in Lundgren et al. [2013]. For a total column SS load of~110mgm�2

over area 1, the reduction in the SR during noon hours, expressed as (SRRF_SS� SRBASELINE)*100 / SRBASELINE
is ~3% while LR increases by~6% with the inclusion of the SS impact. In area 2 there is a reduction of�2% in SR
and an increase of 4% in LR when the total column salt load reaches 70mgm�2. While in area 3, an SS load
of~27mgm�2 causes a reduction of �0.5% in the SR and an increase in the LR of~1.1%. These results indicate
that the reduction in SR and the increase in LR correspond linearly to the sea-salt load. SR reduces at almost half
(�3.3%) the rate of enhancement of LR (+ 6.5%) per 100mgm�2 sea-salt load (Figure 15b). Li et al. [2008] also
found an almost linear dependence of the radiative budgets on the sea-salt loading. A vertical profile of the sea-
salt concentration over Atlantic Ocean and Mediterranean Sea shows that these particles have the same vertical
distribution (not extending above 2km) over both areas. Therefore, since the vertical profile of the sea-salt
particles can be expected to be similar, it may be assumed that these alteration results are also applicable to
the Mediterranean Sea, under cloud- and dust-free conditions, where the sea-salt load varies between 10 and
70mgm�2. These differences in the radiation fluxes are much smaller than the ones discussed in paragraph 4.1
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Figure 15. (a) Sea-salt total column load (mgm�2) from the RFCF simulation. (b) Changes (%) in shortwave radiation (gray
line) and downwelling longwave radiation (black line) at the surface expressed as (RRF_SS� RBASELINE)*100 / RBASELINE
(where R is the SR or LR) as a function of sea-salt total column load.
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formineral dust during dust storm events. However, sea-salt particles have amore frequent presence in the region
compared to dust, which is mainly an episodic pollutant, making the SS contribution small though
more persistent.

In order to quantify the impact of the different types of aerosols on precipitation, separately and in a mixture,
the precipitation over the subdomain indicated with the red dashed box in Figure 4.2b is assessed. This is an
area with significant precipitation impacted by the presence of dust and sea salt. The total precipitation in-
tegrated over the entire subdomain (Subdomain Total Precipitation— STP) does not exhibit large differences
between runs where only the interaction of the aerosols with the radiation is activated (Table 3). These results
indicate that the presence of aerosols, in terms of radiative forcing, cannot change the total precipitated
water over the area of interest for the five-day period. However, the inclusion of the cloud forcing (RFCF
simulation) has a larger effect on precipitation by increasing the STP by ~ 3% from the baseline to the RFCF
case. Even though STP in the RFCF cases is larger, the inclusion of the cloud forcing decreases the precipi-
tation maxima values. On a day-to-day basis the inclusion of the aerosol impact on radiation seems to result
in a suppression of daily subdomain total precipitation (DSTP) during the day of the major event (17 April and
to a lesser extent 18 April) and an enhancement of the DSTP loads after 48 h (19 April). The DSTP on 17 April
decreases from 23,150mm d�1 in the baseline case to 20,700mm d�1 in the RF case while an increase is
noted on 19 April from 26,300mm d�1 in the baseline case to 31,900mm d�1 in the RF case. Maximum daily
precipitation (MDP) exhibits the same feedback reaction with maximum changes noticed when the indirect
effect is activated. On 17 and 18 April MDP rates are 39.48mm d�1 and 49.66mm d�1 in the baseline simu-
lation and 31.49mm d�1 and 42.43mm d�1 in the RF_MDSS simulation representing a decrease of about
20% (17 April) and 14% (18 April). The precipitation on 19 April seems to make up for the suppression of the
previous days by increasing MDP from 53.56mm d�1 in the baseline simulation to 64.85mm d�1 in the
RF_MDSS simulation. Sea salt alone also affects precipitation field; however, its contribution is smaller than
mineral dust. These results indicate that, domain wide, activating natural particles as CCN can affect precip-
itation more significantly than altering the radiation budget. A suppression of precipitation is evident on the
days of the major event and a compensation is noticed on the following day, leading to no major changes on
domain total precipitation over the whole precipitating period.

5. Concluding Remarks

The scope of this work has been to investigate and assess the mesoscale effects of natural aerosols on the
radiation and improve our understanding on the feedback mechanisms that influence the meteorological
fields and atmospheric chemistry parameters, using a fully coupled model. The inclusion of the direct,
semidirect, and indirect effects of desert dust and sea-salt particles leads to the improvement of the model
simulations and corroborates the positive/negative influence of each aerosol type as well as their combina-
tion. In general, mineral dust and sea salt affect the atmospheric conditions over the Mediterranean Region
due to their frequent, either episodic or constant, presence. The results from this investigation are
summarized below.

Natural aerosols direct and semidirect effects are assessed by an online treatment of the aerosol impact on
the radiation fluxes:

1. Mineral dust abundance in the atmosphere leads to a reduction in the shortwave radiation and an in-
crease in the downwelling longwave radiation at noon, as expected, with a respective change
of ~�75Wm�2 and 40Wm�2 per unit dust loading (in gm�2). The upwelling longwave radiation exhibits
a daytime reduction and a nighttime increase.

2. Sea-salt particles net effect is similar, in sign, to the dust effect described above, but the relative contribu-
tion is much smaller than that of dust particles.

3. The semidirect effect is more noticeably remote from the aerosol sources. The conditions for the
semidirect effect to be evident are that dust cloud altitude exceeds 2–3 km and dusty air masses travel
through moist air. The semidirect effect can lead to large changes in the radiation budget, due to altered
cloud formation/distribution.

The feedback of natural aerosols on meteorological parameters is assessed by including both direct and
indirect effects (prognostic aerosol distribution in the explicit cloud nucleation scheme):
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1. The air temperature, below and within the dust layer, increases with the inclusion of the dust impact on
radiation, with the direct effect being stronger than the indirect. The warmer air leads to a cloud base
lifting and a dry out of condensates.

2. Changes in the precipitation patterns are also noted over areas affected by the aerosol radiative impact. During
the intense dust event the aerosols suppress precipitation. On subsequent days, however, the precipitation in-
creases, showing that the inclusion of the aerosol radiative effects does not change the total precipitation at
the end of the event. The indirect effect is larger but does not exceed a 3% increase in total precipitated water.
However, the aerosol impact on small-scale convective clouds is not assessed due to the model resolution.

Aerosol feedbacks on photochemical production are assessed through the inclusion of all processes men-
tioned above:

1. The reduction in J-values results from the reduction in shortwave radiation due to the direct attenuation
from the dust particles and the increase in cloud cover.

2. The reduction of the J-values at the surface are larger when the dust cloud is a single layer located higher
in the atmosphere than when it is located in lower altitudes, even though the dust load may be higher.
These results indicate that higher dust clouds can have larger impact on surface shortwave radiation
and photochemistry.

3. The ozone concentrations in the area are also altered by the inclusion of the aerosol impact. The compar-
ison with measurements shows that themodel performance regarding ozone concentrations is improved.
In general, the ozone concentrations are reduced, following the reduction in the photolysis rates,
influenced by ozone precursor emissions. An O3 reduction is also noted over major parts of Africa that
are far from emissions sources. The reason for the reduction in ozone concentrations in this area is the
deeper mixed layer that results from the warmer air masses.

4. However, the ozone concentrations increase near dust sources when the impact of aerosols on radiation is
taken into account. This is the result of the lower photolysis rates (both JNO2 and JO1D) that reduce de-
struction of ozone. The low destruction rates contribute to the persistence of ozone over areas with low
precursor concentrations, such as the areas near dust sources.

The sensitivity tests performed to assess the magnitude of reduction in shortwave radiation and photolysis
rates under different conditions reveal that the attenuation of both parameters can be characterized as linear
for separate times of the day. The reduction of both shortwave radiation and J-values is significantly larger
during afternoon hours compared to morning and noon hours. The rate of reduction is also higher when the
dust cloud is located at higher altitudes and consists of a single layer. Therefore, AOD is not sufficient to
describe the impact of aerosols on radiation and photodissociation rates. Solar zenith angle and the vertical
structure of the aerosol layer also play a significant role.

Our results highlight the significance of including the impact of aerosols on radiation and clouds in air quality
regional studies and weather forecasting systems. Biases in several meteorological components and air
quality parameters can be introduced if these links and feedbacks are not incorporated into the
modeling systems.
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